TX_DISABLE: When TX_Disable is asserted high or left open, the SFP+ module transmitter output is turned off.

RX_LOS: True on high Loss Of Signal indicator

MOD_ABS: Ture on high Module Absent indicator

TX_FAULT: Ture on high Laser TX Fault

RS1 - When pulled high Tx Signalling Rate greater than 4.25 Gbps

RS0 - When pulled high Rx Signalling Rate greater than 4.25 Gbps

RS1 - When pulled high Rx Signalling Rate greater than 4.25 Gbps

TX_DISABLE: When TX_Disable is asserted high or left open, the SFP+ module transmitter output is turned off.
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Pb-Free Symbol

COFID1 COFID2 COFID3 COFID4 COFID5 COFID6
COSH0J9 COSH0J16 COSH0J20 COSH0J21 COSH0J103
COZZ2 COZZ3 COZZ4
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